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p.14. under Vision: Father worked five hours a week.'
must be:
Father worked fortyfive hours a week.
p.39.
• Re-inspection
• Reintegration
• Separation
• Diagnosis
It should preferably be behind his basic needs.
must be:
 (re)inspection
 reintegration
 divorce
 diagnosis
It should preferably be past.
Know better senses
must be:
Know senses better, revaluate by association
Coordination
must be:
Coordination and motorization ability
p.62. ACQUITY
must be: acquity
p.63 One but last sentence, the title of the book:
"Was nicht Hänschen currently"
must be:
"Was Hänschen nicht hört…"
p.75.
R, Eizen has a high treshold.
must be:
Travelling has a high threshold.
p.83.
not get panic in emergencies, or when overstimulation;
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must be:
not get panic in emergencies, but sure yes in overstimulation;
p.86
Fear for iPod Touch
must be:
Fear to be touched by somebody.
If you have the latter, being afraid to touch, …
must be:
If you have the latter, being afraid to be touched, …
p.88 (Too much interrogation points created):
How do you behave in certain situations that you
have learned through your environment? Parents, school and
friends have all had an impact. What behavior was punished?
What behavior constitutes to your appreciation?
must be:
Behavior in certain situations that you have learned through your
environment. Parents, school and friends have all had an impact. What
behavior was punished or behavior that constitutes to your appreciation …
p. 105.
**After a busy day, a man comes home. If his wife comes
with the remark that the kitchen does not close, …
must be:
**After a busy day, a man comes home. If his wife comes
with the remark that the kitchen door does not close, …
Totally 8 times etc. is used. Please write full out: etcetera
Under sum ups arbitrariness capitals and under cast are used; please use
only one mode.
p.116. Drop the next part, for it's not available in English:
The Give Me 5 ® agenda offers many extras. For each day
of the week, the same place is given. Making required visual
is also a plus.
p.118. Let out please the NL for the country:
Email@. Nl
Websitewww. . Nl
must be:
Email …@ ...
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Website www….
Lay out under personalia must be as a form; see original please.
Oftofunction sounds odd ☺.
p.120.
Source: Ned, Tijdschr. Geneeskd 2009, 153: A634, Erik Bumps and Henk
Nijman
must be:
Source: Ned, Tijdschr. Geneeskd 2009, 153: A634, Erik Bulten and Henk
Nijman
p.121.
TBS possibility (company)
must be:
TBS possibility (to be detained to treat)
In addition, the future also provides for lung care.
must be:
In addition, the future also provides for long care.
p.122.
17-3-003:http://www.leraar24.nl/leraar24 portlets/
servlet/dossier/attachment?documentId=688
must be:
17-3-003: http://www.leraar24.nl/leraar24-portlets/
servlet/dossier/attachment?documentId=688
p.123.
Patient organizations are getting hard for valance and NVA diagnosis.
must be:
Patient organizations are getting hard for. (Balans and NVA)
p.131 A Dutch town: Den Haag or 's-Gravenhage.
Hedge
must be:
The Hague
p.132
Balance sheet indicates that is means astray.
must be:
Balans sheet indicates that is means astray.
p.137
PASS must be: PAS (4 times)
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MPS = Multiple Personality Disorder, Dissociative identity disorder (DIS) (in
ICD terminology: multiple personality disorder) or multiple personality
disorder (MPS) is …
must be:
MPS = Multiple Personality Disorder, Dissociative identity disorder (DIS) (in
ICD terminology: multiple personality disorder) is …
p.138/139 (The core-word is referring to a book; must not be altered.)
must be:
• WHAT kind of therapy involves;
• HOW to follow and who pays for it;
• WHEN it is to follow (for training) and I get something back;
• WHO are the fellows in therapy and whom I can fall back on if something
is unclear;
• WHERE I follow that therapy;
• WHY I want to do a therapy.
p.140.
Using neurofeedback software makes the brainwaves visible in the brain.
must be:
Using neurofeedback software makes the brainwaves in the brain visible.
Source: Autism Spec
must be:
Source: Autispec
p.142.
Education, training, training
must be:
Education, training, term of probation
↔ Trek has his interest at time.
must be:
↔ Reserve timely time for this.
p.144. must be:
The task is to create a thesis in English, subject ………………………
Handing (insert date) ……………………………………………………..
What the other is doing …………………………………………………..
What should I do about it …………………………………………………
The place where we work ………………………………………………..
The date and time …………………………………………………………
I work together with ……………………………………………………….
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Where can I find information ……………………………………………..
Whom can I ask for advice ……………………………………………….
p.158.
He feels very responsible for the family and for the family.
must be:
He feels very responsible for the family and for the family income.
p.161.
Regular consultations fail if there is confidence and not too much stress.
must be:
Regular consultations succeed if there is confidence and not too much
stress.
p.165.
Source: Thesaurus
must be:
Source: Thesaurus congeri
p.166.
I think it’s definitely important to have good quality tire on people’s
autism.
must be:
I think it's definitely important for autists to have good quality bonds on
people.
p.207.
www.autibahn.nl
must be:
www.autiweg.nl
p.209.
ONLY syndrome
must be:
PAS syndrome
p.211-212 The figures of the CBS > see please original.
p.214 till end Glossary
Must be alphabetic listed for better use.
p.227 must be:
Bruin, Colette de, The Essential 5, a practical support
in the education and support of children with autism,
ISBN 978-94-91337-01-7, Publisher Graviant
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